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Opinions, advice, tips and comments expressed in this magazine
are those of private individuals only and are not necessarily
those of, agreed or endorsed by SCORE - the Suzuki Cappuccino
Owners Register for Enthusiasts.
Whilst every care is taken in the compilation of content in
this magazine, no responsibility will be accepted by SCORE
for any loss, financial or otherwise, or personal injury
to be associated.
If you have any doubt about
a particular aspect of this magazine, please contact
the Editor (contact details on inside back cover),
or if necessary, seek professional advice.

The Latest SCORE Magazine
is the copyright of
The Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts
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The Latest SCORE Magazine
Issue 22
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2007 magazine frequency: April (Issue 22) and November (Issue 23)
Deadline date for articles in next issue: 30 September 2007
Further details on inside back cover

Front cover photograph courtesy of Richard Cox, Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire, UK
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Meet the SCORE Team...
The Steering Group, managing key aspects of the club
Ian Linden
Membership/ Treasury
01276 503 630
ian@score.org.uk

Adrian Furniss
Website/ Classified
01252 664 399
adrian@score.org.uk

Philip Gifford
Merchandise
01908 676 442
philip@score.org.uk

Alex Clouter
Magazine
01903 267 770
alex@score.org.uk

Brendan Molony

01242 574 766
brendan@score.org.uk

With the decision of Alex to step down as SCORE Secretary, the view of the Steering Group was
for individuals to continue running with their existing level of responsibilities. After much discussion with the Steering Group, following a suggestion from Martin Jones, a proposal was put to Alex
to continue with the magazine design/ production in a professional capacity as it was felt it would
be difficult to find another person to take on the magazine editor role. An agreed annual budget to
produce 2 magazine issues per year was presented to Alex to include a design/ work time fee for
him plus the cost of printing, paper and other materials. This was accepted so we’re in business!
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Your SCORE Regional/ Country Representatives
They’re keen to get more involved at a local level
Region 1
KIRSTIE NEWTON - 01752 671 743 - kmnewton@blueyonder.co.uk
Covering Bristol, Channel Isles, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Somerset and Wiltshire.
Region 2
ADRIAN FURNISS - 01252 664 399 - ajfurn@ntlworld.com
Covering Berkshire, Hampshire, Isle of Wight and Surrey.
Region 3
VACANCY
Covering Kent, East and West Sussex.
Region 4
CAROLINE HERMON - 020 8892 7725 - carolinecappo@hotmail.com
Covering Greater London and Middlesex.
Region 5
ED SWINDELL - 07968 008 505 - EdS@i2.co.uk
Covering Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire.
Region 6
VACANCY
Covering Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk.
Region 7
GEORGE DUNNING - 0121 240 9790 - georgeisace1@hotmail.com
Covering Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire and West Midlands.
Region 8
DAVID GRESSWELL - 01452 542 742 - davegresswell@arrkeurope.com
Covering Gloucestershire, Hereford and Worcestershire, Shropshire and Wales.
Region 9
VACANCY
Covering Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and Rutland.
Region 10
PETE ROBERTS - 01204 884 002 - pete@roberts2306.fsnet.co.uk
Covering Cheshire, Cumbria, Greater Manchester, Isle of Man and Lancashire.
Region 11
MARTIN JONES - 0113 282 1693 - martin.jones20@btinternet.com
Covering: Derbyshire, Durham, Northumberland, Tyne & Wear and the Yorkshires
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Region 12
GREG STEWART - 01224 899 896 - gregsy1@aol.com
Covering Scotland.
Region 14
DANNY SKEHAN - +35 31 833 7113 - danske@iol.ie
Covering Ireland and Northern Ireland.
Region 15
MARCEL SPOELSTRA - +31 204 82 65 55 - spoelstra@planet.nl
Covering Belgium, France, Germany and The Netherlands.
Region 17
SONJA LUTHI - +61 298 797 069 - sonja.luthi@au1.ibm.com
Covering Australia.
Region 18
GRAEME HANSEN - +64 95 342 791- kiwiscore@xtra.co.nz
Covering New Zealand.
The SCORE Reps above are club members who have volunteered to be your local focal point for
information and possibly get involved or advise in running events. If you are keen to do an event,
please get in touch with your local SCORE Rep. Should you live in an area where there is a vacant
position and want to become a SCORE Rep please call 01276 503 630 or email info@score.org.uk.
What do we expect from a SCORE Rep? They must have the Cappuccino blood inside as well as be
a ‘people person’. As an ambassador of the club all we ask is that the SCORE Rep keeps in touch
with existing members through an event or two and welcome new members when they join. That’s
all we ask, as we know that the role is voluntary. In return we will cover things like expenses in
organising things as well as provide a listing of members living in the designated region. The sort
of local activities which have been popular with SCORE members includes convoy runs, treasure
hunts, pub meets, ten pin bowling and visiting places of interest. Of course there could be other
things but there’s nothing like getting feedback from members. If you want to be a SCORE Rep,
please make contact with Ian Linden on 01276 503 630 or ian@score.org.uk
Club events can be publicised in a number of ways. There’s the Events Forum on the website as
soon as a date and event has been planned. Some SCORE Reps have developed newsletters to send
out to their members in their local region on a regular basis. The club will make a contribution
towards any expenses for such mailings like postage and copying. It is important to use the normal
post (not everyone is on email, or if they are, they may not use it regularly) as well as the website
in order to promote events.
It is a unique experience organising and taking part in a club event - it’s also a great chance to meet
others and socialise, see lots of other Cappuccinos as too often one rarely sees another, share some
useful tips and advice and, above all, have fun by driving together. Interested..? Contact Ian now!
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Membership Report
By Ian Linden
Membership has dropped from 314 on 30 September 2006 to 289 on 28 February 2007. Hopefully,
this is a seasonal drop, and Spring will see renewed interest. Most leavers who gave reasons were
parting from their Cappos, some due to enlarging families, but most due to the demon rust.
Overseas membership is currently 17% of the total, slightly down from 18% in September.
Australia has the most (15), followed by Ireland (9), New Zealand (5), Holland (4), Germany (3),
France (2), Belgium (2), Japan (2), Sweden (2), and one each from Bermuda, China, Malta, Spain
and the USA.
Since 1 October last year to current date, 22 enquiries have been received, from which 16 decided
to join, a conversion rate of 73%, which is down on 93% last year. By far the most enquiries are a
result of an Internet search; most of those arrive by email, and PayPal continues to be the favourite
method of payment.
Renewals during this off-season period totalled 69, representing 54% loyalty, compared with 64%
reported at the last AGM. New members since 1 October 2006 total 18, one with a Cappo which
has only covered 10,000 miles! Lucky chap!
Welcome to the following new members who joined SCORE since the last magazine issue:
Derek Saunders, Gloucestershire
Pamela Roberts, Wrexham
Kevin Williams, WALES
Robbie Barnes, Essex
Brian Prior, Buckinghamshire
Tony Harris, Hertfordshire
Glenda Diggerman, AUSTRALIA
Ian Jefferson, Nottinghamshire
Johan Schoenmaker. HOLLAND
Benjamin Brisson, IRELAND
Simon Smith, East Sussex
Andrew Hirst, South Yorkshire
Stephen Kitchen, Conway
Matt Ellerby, Lincolnshire
Sam Sloan, Somerset
Stephen Gray, SCOTLAND
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New on the SCORE Website
By Adrian Furniss

In November 2006 SCORE was pleased to announce a new development to the SCORE website.
SCORE Motoring News is a bespoke RSS feed reader designed to bring SCORE members stories,
facts and figures from news providers around the world.
Access to the reader is from a link in the last row of the message board header and is limited to
members via Message Board login.

Link on all Message Board pages

What is RSS?
RSS is a family of web feed formats used to publish frequently updated digital content. In addition
to news feeds, it can also be used for blogs or podcasts. The enabling technology is XML, which is
a generic specification for data formats. RSS feeds are sometimes referred to as "webfeeds", "RSS
streams", or "RSS channels".
Various feed 'readers' or 'aggregators' are available, which provide users with the ability to view
and ‘subscribe’ to feeds. In this context, ‘subscription’ effectively involves storing links to feeds, so
they can be easily revisited to check for new content. The most notable RSS reader is probably
Internet Explorer 7, which was released with this new functionality while SCORE Motoring News
was in development. Most other readers are freestanding applications, some of which are free to
download.
There is no overall consensus on exactly what initials "RSS" to refer to. The following definitions
are the most common:
∑
Really Simple Syndication
Rich Site Summary
RDF Site Summary
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Features of SCORE Motoring News
An index of feeds, organised by the nationality of the originating news provider, is provided. A
strong emphasis has been placed on reflecting the diversity of the SCORE membership around the
world. Further feeds will be added as they are discovered and the index will hopefully expand to
include nations and languages which are not yet represented. Members are encouraged to submit
relevant feeds which are not yet included.
RSS feeds will be presented in a familiar colour scheme, based on that of our Message Board.
Whilst most feeds comprise only text, some contain images, as can be seen on page 11.
In all cases, users can click an item heading to see the full news article in its original presentation
as determined by the provider.
Various controls are provided - please refer to the middle image on page 11. Users are free to try
them out but in general the default (unchecked) settings should be best. There are three options:
Show in native format: When unchecked, feeds are displayed in a format specified by the SCORE
server. When checked, RSS feeds are displayed in the format designed by their originators. Some
feeds may benefit from this whilst others may simply display as source RSS markup, depending on
information included in the feed.
Show auxiliary data: When checked, further information included in RSS feeds is displayed.
Open articles in reader window: When checked, this setting helps overcome popup blockers, which
might otherwise prevent the reader from opening its own window. It is recommended to leave this
setting unchecked.
After adjusting the settings, click "Go" to reload the feed into the news reader.
These explanations are provided in the reader's splash-screen page, which is itself served as an RSS
feed!
Behind the Scenes
The intelligence behind SCORE Motoring News resides on the SCORE server, and is written in the
programming language PHP. Fortunately, PHP includes native functions for fetching and handling
XML, thus making it possible to develop SCORE Motoring News in the same language that really
underpins the Message Board without the need for further server capabilities.
By implementing the SCORE reader in this way, users need only a normal web browser running on
their computer. There is no need for a dedicated RSS reader application or Internet Explorer 7.
A great deal of effort was put into creating a mechanism by which all feeds are cached on the
SCORE server, ensuring good fast performance and minimises the number of hits on originators'
servers, which can in some cases block excessive demands from the same source. Whereas the
10
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Control Panel

Index

Typical Motoring News Feed

volume of hits generated by SCORE members is unlikely to trigger a blocking response, this is a
sensible precaution which gives us a measure of future-proofing.
As Administrator I have provided myself (and any future SCORE Webmaster) with a number of
additional controls over those which regular users see. These include the ability for me to check on
the reader’s configuration by viewing some 40+ settings, and to enquire usage statistics, providing
a page by page download count.
At the time of writing, the index includes some 120 feeds, the total number of page impressions is
283, and the most popular page is (UK) “Telegraph Motoring”.
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Use your club website more!
Whether it’s the time of year or not, we’re not sure, but there has been a recent noticeable drop in
SCORE members posting new topics or answering other members’ topics. There is so much you can
gain by joining in the discussions in the various ‘serious’ forums relating to car maintenance and,
of course, performance: engine oil, tyre specifications, looking out for and treating rust, servicing
and so on. We all benefit from each others’ experiences, especially from those members who have
either had their Cappuccino for a long time or other members who enjoy looking after their car
themselves. So, if you haven’t already done so, log on and see what topics are currently in debate.
Here’s a snapshot of some topics recently posted by SCORE members:
Rear discs - posted by Perry Mitchell:
The car has just failed the MOT (partly) because of worn rear discs. I had them skimmed a year ago
but it took a good while for the binding brake to be cured so they are below the minimum thickness
apparently. We all know that the rear brakes are almost superfluous but the inspector is obviously
going by the book. So bottom line - does anybody have any serviceable rear discs they could sell me
or point me in the direction of?
The fan - posted by Dave Crompton
Can anyone tell me at what point does the fan attached to the radiator come on? I changed the top
radiator hose, topped coolant level, ran engine, had smoke/steam coming from where silicon hose
meets radiator, hose very hot.. Looked at temp gauge still reading half way as always. Stopped
engine, let cool down, re-topped coolant, ran engine, ran heater on hot, no smoke......and through
all of this....fan didn't come on ? How can I tell if fan works ?? I assume it does, as temp gauge
never risen above half way point, I'm assuming this is normal operating temp?
Coolant loss - posted by Tony Harris
I have only had my Cap a few months and I see that I have lost half of the coolant in the header
tank in that time, is this normal for a Cap? If not are there any known weak points in the system I
should check first before I start rummaging around hoses and looking at the radiator? I have just
done an oil change and there wasn't any water in the oil so hopefully it isn't the head gasket.
Oil filler car - posted by Martin Johnson
Does anyone know what size the oil filler cap is? I'm after a replacement fuel cap but don't know
the diameter & thread size or an equivalent make/model fit... Also what's happened to the Crux
website? It seems to have vanished.
Other club members have posted answers and suggestions to these, giving useful information on
what to do and how to get parts. There is of course a powerful search engine you can tap into the
hundreds of topics/ messages and get what you are after... as well as the online service manuals.
The website is not all about serious techie talk... there’s other forums enabling you to join in
friendly banter and jokes, play word games, share photos and much more. Get online and get more
involved to get the most from your membership!
12
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SCORE Events 2007 Diary
Contact the organiser as soon as you can for more details and book your place.
1 April

Surrey Wine Run
Caroline Hermon - 020 8892 7725
A trip from Richmond Park to Denbies Vineyard, near Dorking in Surrey.

8 April

Easter Bonnet Parade
Martin Jones - 0113 282 1693
Bring your Easter bonnets/ hats for a Wakefield to Lincolnshire coast drive.

19 May

JapFest 2007
George Dunning - 0121 240 9790
A special Japanese car event at Castle Coombe Race Circuit in Wiltshire.

20 May

Cheshire Classic Car Show
Pete Roberts - 01204 884 002
Capesthorne Hall near Macclesfield is the base for this highly popular event.

2 June

Suzuki Club Day at Ace Café
Jay Golinsky - jgolinsky@hotmail.com
Join other Car Clubs for a special Suzuki display at Ace Café, NW London.

3 June

Harewood House Classic Rally
Martin Jones - 0113 282 1693
Come along to a special Classic & Vintage Vehicle Rally 13th Anniversary Show.

30 June 1 July

SCORE Annual Weekend Rally
Martin Jones - 0113 282 1693
Our 11th Rally takes place in the Peak District - see page 14 for more details.

20 - 22
July

Japanese Auto Extravaganza
George Dunning - 0121 240 9790
Largest Euro meet of Japanese enthusiasts at East of England Showground.

5 August

Yorkshire Dales Drive
Martin Jones - 0113 282 1693
Discover more of North Yorkshire in this popular annual Dales Drive.

25 - 27
August

Somerset Surprises
Kirstie Newton - 01752 671 743
A bank holiday weekend of fun and interest in SW England.

16 September

Heckmondwike Charity Car Run
Martin Jones - 0113 282 1693
After a super SCORE turnout in 2006, it’s back for another enjoyable day out!

29 September

Screaming at Alton Towers
George Dunning - 0121 240 9790
Enjoy a day out at one of England’s top theme parks.

27 - 28
October

11th AGM/ Birthday Weekend
Contact TBA
Combining the formality of an AGM with the informality of a fun Sunday.

16 December

Santa Cruise
Martin Jones - 0113 282 1693
Decorate yourself and the Cappo to celebrate Christmas and a special convoy!
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Come along to the

SCORE 11th Annual Weekend Rally
30 June - 1 July 2007

For the third time in the club’s history our Annual Weekend Rally is again to be held in the Northern Region
of England for all club members to come along to.
Due to early planning we have been able to secure a prestigious venue as a meeting point on Saturday 30
June: Chatsworth House in the Derbyshire Peak District... it's got good access for members travelling from all
parts of England, Wales and Scotland. We already have some guys and their Cappos coming from Holland!!
We can have all day Saturday at this superb venue with a reserved parking spot at £1.50 per car payable upon
arrival. We will also have a reduced rate of £8.50 per person (payable upon arrival) with our special club ticket
that will allow entry to Chatsworth House and its beautiful gardens. On Saturday night there will be a special
Gala Dinner at the hotel where we’re staying. Sunday will see a Cappo Convoy Drive in a different part of the
Peak District to our previous 2004 event.
We have booked 30 rooms at The Sandpiper Hotel, the same venue we used in 2004. These will be reserved
on a ‘first come first served’ basis. We have managed to secure a special price of £100 per double room which
includes Saturday evening meal for two and breakfast on Sunday for two. The single person rate is £75 B&B
and evening meal. As before we will have our own private function room where we will be dining and be
entertained. If you just wish to attend for the evening meal only and find other accommodation the price of
the meal is £22 per person.
BOOKING DEADLINE: 31 May 2007.
Please contact Martin Jones as soon as possible to secure a room at the Sandpiper Hotel. He will then send
you a reservation pack with an evening meal menu and details for the hotel and Chatsworth House.
Telephone: Landline - 0113 282 1693 or Mobile - 07887 832 047
14
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DRIVEN TO PERFECTION
Suzuki Cappuccino Larini ‘Standard’ Exhaust System
£235 + VAT
Suzuki Cappuccino Larini ‘Sports’ System
£245 + VAT
Our exhaust systems are constructed using aircraft grade
T.304 Stainless Steel and feature chromium polished tail pipes.
Every Larini exhaust system is supported by the
Larini Systems Lifetime Warranty

Please call

0870 777 9060
or visit our website

www.larinisystems.com
Prices correct at time of press (28 February 2007).
Larini Systems reserves the right to amend prices without notice.
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Club Message Board

REGIONAL VACANCIES AT SCORE
MEMBERSHIP GRADES

Do you live in any of the following four areas
and keen to be a SCORE Representative?
Kent/ Sussex
Essex/ Norfolk/ Suffolk
Leics/ Lincs/ Notts/ Rutland

Full membership
UK: £25
Rest of Europe: £23/ 37 Euros
$56 AUS/ £63NZ*

As a SCORE Rep, all we ask is that you are happy to be the
main contact in the region where you live and aim
to organise at least one club event in the year.

Eligible for Cappuccino owners as well as ex-full
members keen to remain in SCORE at the
discretion of the Steering Group

SCORE will refund any reasonable expenses you incur
in administering the event.

Affiliate membership
Rest of Europe: £15/ 22 Euros*
Eligible for Cappuccino owners who are members
of overseas Cappo clubs

Please call Ian on 01276 503 630

Associate membership
UK: £20
Rest of Europe: £20/ 29 Euros
$49 AUS/ $55 NZ*

www.suzuki-cappuccino.com

Eligible for any car enthusiast keen to be involved

*or other local currency equivalent

REMINDERS ABOUT WHAT’S
ON THE SCORE WEBSITE
Use the online service and
parts manuals
Pose specific questions on the
General Forum for other
members to answer

Club Membership Benefits
10% Discount on parts/ servicing via Suzuki SCORE Dealers
(UK only Full Members)
Online message board privileges (Full/ Affiliate Members)

Send messages to other
SCORE members
A very active ‘wants’ and
‘for sale’ forum
Keep up todate on the
Motoring News Feed
Plenty of enjoyment in the
Chit Chat and Fun Forums
and much more

Promotional offers from club associated companies (Full/ Affiliate
Members)
The Latest SCORE Magazine(Full/ Associate Members)
Attend SCORE organised events (Full/ Affiliate/ Associate
Members)
SCORE Store Merchandise (Full/ Affiliate/ Associate Members)
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SCORE Merchandise
ORDERING/ PAYMENT BY CHEQUE
UK members only: complete your requirements on the order form (page 22) and send with payment
(a sterling cheque made payable to “SCORE”) to the address as shown on the form.
ORDERING/ PAYMENT BY BANK TRANSFER
UK members: email your requirements to us and arrange payment to the SCORE UK bank account as
below - you then need to advise us by email to confirm the date, your bank sort code* and amount
of money that has been transferred. Once we see that the money has been credited to the SCORE
bank account, the merchandise order will then be fulfilled.
Overseas members: you need to contact the SCORE store to find out the postage charges to your own
country before making your order - please telephone or email your requirements to +44 (0) 1908 676
442 or merchandise@score.org.uk and we will then advise you of the postage costs. You must then
arrange payment to your nearest bank account as below - then you need to advise us by email to
confirm the date, your bank code* and amount of money that has been transferred. Once we see that
the money has been credited to the our bank account, the merchandise order will then be fulfilled.
Australian Members: Westpac, Westpoint Shopping Centre, Blacktown, NSW 2148; Branch/
Account Number: 032382 165930; Account Name: SCORE c/o Sonja Fueter Luthi
European Members: Rabobank, Amsterdam en Omsstreken, Zuideinder 1, Landsmeer, Postbus 3,
1120 AA Landsmeer; Bank Code: 3135; Swift Code: rabonl2u; Account Number: 3246.42.261;
Account Name: Marcel Spoelstra
UK, Irish and Rest of World Members: HSBC, 155 Mile Cross Road, Norwich NR6 6RL; IBAN**:
GB17MIDL40355041372467; Branch Identifier Code**: MIDLGB2147K; SWIFT Code**: MIDLGB22;
Sort Code: 40 35 50; Account Number: 41372467; Account Name: SCORE
* This will be the only reference appearing on our bank statement to identify your payment so please
let us know your sort code to help us see that the credit relates directly to you.
** These codes must be used by non-UK residents if wishing to pay into the UK account.
ORDERING/ PAYMENT BY PAYPAL
UK members: please email your order to merchandise@score.org.uk and send a ‘cc’ to
treasury@score.org.uk; then remit the total amount of your order (to include an additional 50p [if
your total is up to £14.99] or £1 [£15 or more]) to treasury@score.org.uk - this helps cover the
PayPal charges to SCORE.
Overseas members: please telephone your requirements to +44 (0) 1908 676 442 or alternatively by
email to merchandise@score.org.uk and we will advise you of the postage costs to your country;
then remit the total amount in sterling (not in any other currency) and add 50p (if your total is up to
£14.99) or £1 (£15 or more) to treasury@score.org.uk - this helps cover the PayPal charges to SCORE.
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GOLF UMBRELLA
Red umbrella with black
Cappuccino logo

LEATHER 6 COASTER SET
Choice of green, burgundy or mixed
with gold logo

£10

£2

‘CAPPO’ THE BEAN BAG DOG
Cappuccino coloured plush bean bag dog
(not suitable for under 3 year olds)

LEATHER KEY FOB
Red leather with chrome tag and
engraved red Cappuccino logo

£5

£5

COMMEMORATIVE PENNANT FLAG
Black flag with gold logo/ lettering
commemorating Cappo’s 10th anniversary

PEWTER MODEL
Finely crafted 1:43 scale model
with removable hard top

£5

£30

18
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THE LATEST SCORE
Magazine back issues 1 - 21 subject to
stock availability

SET OF 3 POSTCARDS
Dealer launch postcards featuring
Motor Show award logos and press quotes

£1.50 each

£1.50

CLARION RADIO TWEETERS
Original tweeters to be mounted
on the dashboard

CAR MAT SET
Black tailor made mats
with red Cappuccino logo

£5

£33

POSTER
Two versions of the original
dealer launch showroom poster:
red Cappo/ red background
large (84 x 60cm) version
£1.50
small (30 x 21cm) version
£0.75
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BASEBALL CAP
Fully adjustable navy blue cap with
light blue peak/ Cappo name logo

FULL ZIPPED FLEECE JACKET
Navy blue fleece jacket
with Cappuccino motif (only XL/XXL sizes left)

£7

£22.50

SWEAT SHIRT
Navy blue sweat shirt
with Cappuccino motif

RUGBY SHIRT
Navy blue rugby shirt with
white collar and Cappuccino motif

£14.50

£20

POLO SHIRT
Navy blue polo shirt
with Cappuccino motif

PLASTIC MODEL
1:64 Cappuccino
boxed model in silver or red

£12

£15

20
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GLOVEBOX WALLET
Red document wallet
(25 x 17cm)

PRESS BROCHURE
8 page Suzuki brochure
(A4)

£7

£3

PRODUCT BROCHURE
8 page Suzuki brochure
(A3)

VEHICLE SPECIFICATION LEAFLET
Technical/ equipment
fold-out single page

£3

£0.50

TAX DISC HOLDER
Black and white
windscreen sticker

LIMITED EDITION BOOK
18 page souvenir full colour hardback
(30 x 30cm)

£0.50

£7.50
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How to order from the SCORE Store
Either photocopy this page to use as your order form or visit the forum on the website.
All prices quoted are for SCORE Full, Affiliate and Associate Members only; non-SCORE Members
should call or email (contact details below) for price information.
The advertised price includes packing and posting only for UK residents. The cost of postage will vary
for overseas members - contact us (details below) for more information by advising us what you
require and we will let you know of the total cost of postage to your country.
Choice of garment sizes, subject to stock availability: small, medium, large, x-large, xx-large.

Name:

SCORE membership number:

Address:
City/ town:
Postcode:
Country (if overseas):

County:

Daytime telephone:
Email address:
ITEM(S) TO BE ORDERED

PRICE

QUANTITY
REQUIRED

VALUE OF
ORDER

TOTAL VALUE OF ORDER:
UK sterling cheques to be made payable to “SCORE”
See page 7 for paying by bank account transfer or PayPal.
The SCORE Store, 11 Bentall Close, Willen, Milton Keynes MK15 9HB
Tel: +44 (0) 1908 676 442 Email: merchandise@score.org.uk
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Advice from a Truckie
By Nick Firth
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Competition Results
From Magazine 21

Winning caption: People said to go green, but I prefer red!
Congratulations to Gavin Radford - a Cappuccino picture is on the way to him.
ANAGRAM ANSWERS
CUT WORM PALED - TALCUM POWDER
MINI BEE ACCIDENT - MEDICINE CABINET
TO SHIP OWNER - SHOWER POINT
MITE POUNCERS - PUMICE STONE
TWO HURRICANES - SHOWER CURTAIN
RIO PARADING CUB - AIRING CUPBOARD
SAVE FATHER - AFTERSHAVE
HELLO DRILLER TOTO - TOILET ROLL HOLDER
CANTER FOR TAX - EXTRACTOR FAN

A Cultural Challenge

Compose a poem to include the line “Let Cappuccino into your life” and the best judged one will
receive a Cappuccino model car. Send your entry to the Editor, by 31 May 2007 - address details on
inside back cover.
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OUTDOOR
Polyester woven textile with anti-UV
treatment, lightweight,
smooth, high water
resistance, breathable,
elasticated all-round hem,
underbody straps.
Theft deterrent.

IN-GARAGE
Dust-proofed, silky,
soft, nylon textile,
breathable,
easily washable,
elasticated both ends.

All our covers have two protected front door zips.
Each type of cover has its own FREE holdall.
We also produce bespoke storage bags for the Cappuccino roof panels.
PRICES*
(including VAT/ UK delivery; please call for overseas delivery)
Outdoor Cover : £112
In-Garage Cover : £77
Set of 3 Roof Panel Storage Bags: £93
*Prices correct at time of publishing (28 February 2007)

We accept most credit and debit cards - cheques payable to Cover Systems

COVER SYSTEMS (CAP)
49 Grove Road, Rushden NN10 0YD
+44 (0) 1933 410 851 (Mon-Fri 9am - 5.30pm, Sat 9am - 1pm)
We cover cars from 8 - 22 feet, in all shapes and sizes... please call for details!
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SCORE New Member Gallery

Derek Saunders

The Diggermans’ two Cappuccinos

Ian Jefferson

Sam Sloan

In Commemoration of Dave Benson - 1973 - 2003

Dave with his girlfriend, Sue

Dave showing his Cappo passion

23 February 2007 was the fourth anniversary of Dave Benson’s tragic and untimely accident. Sadly
missed yet his words of advice and encouragement still remain embedded on the SCORE website
and in early Latest SCORE Magazines. Here’s two fitting photos of him at the London Classic Car
Show at Alexandra Palace in 1998.
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In Memoriam - Liz Platt, 1962 - 2006
By Alan Platt

In 1998 when Liz emerged from her first Cappuccino test-drive, it was clear that the car was sold
by the look of the huge grin on her face. “Bischinho” (Bish-een-yo - Little Beast) was snapped up
from the Suzuki dealer and the grin remained. Bischinho was Liz’s faithful companion to and from
work and he was cared for with great love and affection (and a huge grin!). Summer weekend
breaks in Bischinho with the roof in the boot and with two adults, two dogs (Westies) and luggage
were cosy and great fun.
In 2002 we went to live in Greece and although the idea of taking Bischinho seemed great, the
damage the roads would have inflicted made the decision to leave him in the UK. We later moved
on to Thailand and then to Korea but whenever we came home, Liz went straight to the garage to
chat with Bischinho, usually followed by a drive and that resultant grin.
Very sadly, Liz died in December 2006. Somehow or other I wanted to involve Bischinho in the
funeral arrangements in the hope that his involvement would lighten the day and raise a grin. On
the only sunny day in Cornwall in January we (Liz’s brother & I) were able to drive Bischinho with
the top down leading the cortege from the church to the crematorium. Very fortunately the funeral
directors had a healthy attitude to speed so we went as fast as the hearse could go (which was
quite respectable). Bischinho’s involvement was a great success.
Although I still live in Korea, I will keep Bischinho and he will always remind me of those many
happy memories. Liz’s unexpected death has reminded all who knew her, that life is very short and
that you should enjoy it whilst you can. We have travelled extensively and experienced many
things that a lot of people may never do in their lifetime and for all those happy memories I am
grateful; being selfish though, I just could have done with a few more years!
I hope that all your Cappuccinos bring you as much fun and happy memories as Bischinho has to
Liz & I. Life is fun, enjoy it while you can, we did.
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Congratulations...
TO IAN AND KIRSTY PARKER ON THEIR NEW BABY, ISABELLE

TO CLIVE LACEY AND YVONNE AUSTIN ON THEIR WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENT
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From the SCORE Founder
By John & Hazel Moore

John & Hazel Moore

It is right and proper that things develop, improve and move on and this is exactly how I personally
see SCORE as we’re into 2007. May Hazel and I take this timely opportunity to say hello again to
all (or any) of you who remember us from the pioneering days of SCORE. Although being largely
responsible for getting SCORE going, Hazel and I stepped down a number of years ago now.
I remember the early frustration of getting Suzuki GB PLC to take us seriously. A car such as the
Cappuccino deserved to have its own following, its own club but they said no – most emphatically.
So we decided to do it for ourselves !
Getting SCORE off the blocks was no easy feat and we remember through 1996 getting to grips
with a strategy of contacting as many Cappuccino owners as possible to gauge opinion and build
interest. It was no easy job as we were not given access to any customer database/ sales purchase
information. Anyway, to cut a long story short (there will be a lot of that here as I summarise as
best I can) we finally got off the ground and had our first gathering and “sounding” meeting in
Abergavenny (another story in its own right!) on October 1996 with 32 Cappuccinos attending. In
our eyes – a brilliant start.
Round about this time a Suzuki marketing manager purchased a Cappo, made contact with me and
helped to create extra momentum whilst gaining us welcome support from Suzuki to help move
SCORE more dramatically and purposefully forward. Alex Clouter is well known to you all and
deserves your thanks and appreciation for all of the tireless work he has carried out on behalf of the
entire SCORE membership.
We have a superb Club Magazine to be proud of with many interesting and useful articles therein.
The early-day magazines were all done on “Word” with meticulous and painstaking formatting.
Both Alex and I were so proud to see the club (and The Latest SCORE magazine) recognised at the
29
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Classic Car Show Awards of 1997 – see Issue 4. Now Alex works on his Apple Mac Power Book
and a sophisticated design software package to design and edit the magazine as we know it now.
It was most important that SCORE be about Fun and we certainly enjoyed a lot of that in those
early days. I still believe this holds true today but more than ever I recognise and remind you all,
that you will only get out of SCORE what you put into it. The blend of Fun events, technical tips
and info from our experienced and knowledgeable members is priceless. Regional Areas are only as
good as their individual SCORE Representatives and this has never been more true than it is today.
Constant contact with members in your area is the key. You are the lifeblood of our Club.
As Alex moves on, I worry for the future of SCORE but trust that there is someone within our
membership who will help to maintain our tradition whilst invigorating and revitalising our Club.
Hazel and I take this opportunity of wishing Alex all the best for his future and offer our personal
thanks for his involvement within SCORE.
For our part, we have lots of happy memories and pictures to look back on. Alex showed a range of
photos taken at Abervagenny in Issue 21, including Hazel and myself. The couple holding up their
medals in the photo heading this written piece is the same couple albeit a bit older. This was after
our completing the Great North Run – something I have always wanted to do following our move
away from Newcastle twenty five years or so ago. I can now boast that with my Cappuccino (still
going strong) and Hazel (going stronger) I have got two good little runners!

Vista Montana, near Antequera, Andalucia, Spain
SCORE MEMBER ADVERTISEMENT

'Vista Montana' is a stunning, self-catering, three bedroom, 2 bathroom villa, tastefully
furnished and decorated to a very high standard. It also has a large, private,
south-facing terrace with a heated pool.

The villa is located in its own grounds, in secluded and tranquil surroundings, nestling into the
hillside and enjoying spectacular views of the famous mountain of the ‘El Torcal Natural Park’
and surrounding Andalucian countryside. For those looking to experience a touch of ‘real’ rural
Spain, and seeking a complete break, rest and relaxation in a peaceful location, this will be a
really memorable treat and one that you will want to repeat time and again!

Visit www.spiecott.co.uk or call 00 34 952 111 292/ 00 34 626 085 740
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Delightful Driving in Devon
By Kirstie Newton & Wailim Wong

Breathtaking scenery, challenging driving, cultural heritage and fabulous food… North Devon has
all of these in spades, and was the ideal location for SCORE’s South West Regional Rally, which
took place on the August Bank Holiday 2006.
Wailim and I have visited North Devon many times, for work and pleasure. The rally was effectively
all our favourite bits, rolled into one weekend - a potentially exhausting prospect for our guests,
who rose admirably to the occasion.
The week before the Bank Holiday, however, things were not looking good. Two members put their
Cappos into the garage for a pre-rally overhaul, and promptly saw them declared out of action. The
presence of Club Secretary Alex Clouter was much missed due to the fire incident involving his
Cappuccino at a Suzuki Dealer; Mark Fitz-Gibbon, meanwhile, attended in his hire car – a rather
sedate Renault Clio – as he had technical problems with his Cappuccino! To cap it all, the weather
forecast was for torrential rain.
At least it was dry when we left home for Ilfracombe, our base for the weekend, which began on
the Saturday evening with the arrival of those travelling the furthest: Mark from Cambridgeshire,
Amanda and Geoff from Cornwall, Pat and Les from Berkshire (all representing silver Cappos), Phil
and Linda from Milton Keynes, with daughter Sarah and her boyfriend Craig (who were camping,
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and arrived in a Renault Espace rather than their two red Cappuccinos), and not forgetting Clive
and Yvonne in their Daihatsu Copen. The next morning, we were joined by the local contingent:
Gordon and Ellen from Taunton, Melvin and Hilary from Tavistock, and Julia from Exmouth (all in
their red Cappuccinos).
Ilfracombe is a slightly faded but lively seaside resort, and was perfectly located for both strands of
the rally. On Sunday morning the sunlight peeked through dark clouds, soon lifting miraculously
for a glorious drive up to Exmoor. If you like driving by the seat of your pants, this is it… the
combes (valleys) of Exmoor lead to the highest cliffs in the South West, which means lots of steep
climbs (some notorious) and hairpin bends worthy of the Alps. No wonder they call it England’s
‘Little Switzerland’.
We set off towards Lynton and Lynmouth, via moors swathed in purple heather and stunning
coastal views stretching as far as South Wales. A steep toll road, with a single Cappo-width track,
took us via Woody Bay and Lee Abbey to the Valley of the Rocks, where we stopped for a walk
along the coast path to meet the native goats.
We then called into the twin villages of Lynton and Lynmouth. Situated at the top and bottom of a
mountainous cliff, they were dubbed ‘Little Switzerland’ by the Victorians, turning to holidays on
the home front following the turbulence of the French Revolution. Romantic poets were charmed
by the location, as was the cultured SCORE group, who travelled down to Lynmouth by foot and
by funicular railway.
The second part of the day was delayed by the late arrival of our leaders, thanks to queues for
lunch and the railway. Wailim went to the loo and left Kirstie to beg forgiveness, while Mark took
photos – typical men!
Then it was off to Somerset and the Doone Valley, named after the novel by RD Blackmore,
inspired by the beautiful scenery along the banks of Badgworthy Water. This particular stretch of
the rally included a stop at Oare Church, which features in a key scene in the novel, and two
extremely cute little hump-back bridges, which were perfect for the Cappos, Clio and Copen but
less appealing to the Espace. This was a popular route, and we met many cars coming the other
way, the majority of whom seemed happy to pull in and let our convoy take priority.
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Having taken the private toll road down to Porlock, enjoying yet more amazing hairpin bends, we
climbed up onto the heart of Exmoor, and took a bracing walk to the highest peak, Dunkery
Beacon, which – at 519 metres – offered unparalleled views across to Dartmoor, Somerset and
Wales. We were rewarded for our efforts with a delicious cream tea in the beautiful surroundings of
Tarr Steps, a medieval pack bridge and a popular beauty spot.
Then it was back to Ilfracombe and a three-course dinner at the Avoncourt Hotel, where our host,
John Brown, had bravely offered to cater for 19 people. This enabled us all to eat together on one
table – the food was great, with an atmosphere to match.
On Monday, following a hearty breakfast, we set off in the opposite direction, towards Barnstaple
and Bideford. Our convoy was a curious mix, with seven Cappos followed by a Daihatsu and two
Renaults, which to the outside world must have seemed unconnected to the event. Perhaps we
need special “support vehicle” signs in future.
We drove via the sweeping sandy beaches of Woolacombe and Saunton. Very sadly, extortionate
parking charges prevented us from stopping and allowing our canine friends a run on the beach,
but again, the views were fantastic, with Lundy Island clearly in view. We also passed through
Georgeham, another village of literary note, as the home of Henry Williamson, author of Tarka the
Otter. In the novel, Tarka swims in the Taw & Torridge Estuary, which soon appeared on our route
into Barnstaple. Country lanes are nothing compared to urban driving, and Barnstaple is not the
easiest town to navigate, but Wailim led us through most ably.
The next section of driving provided an unexpected highlight. We were aware that a Mini rally was
taking place that day, with some 400 cars converging on North Devon to raise money for charity.
This annual event has become quite a draw, and the main road from Barnstaple to Instow was lined
with spectators, who were surprised and delighted to witness an unexpected first act of Cappos.
Cue much hooting and waving, which increased tenfold when the Minis arrived in the opposite
direction, with both drivers and cars bearing all manner of fancy dress. I wish I could say that this
meeting was finely coordinated, but it really was a stroke of pure luck, and all the sweeter for it.
Having stopped at Bideford Quay for some exercise and refreshment, we continued to our final
stop: the cobbled village of Clovelly. Once a fishing village, it now gains most of its income from
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tourism, thanks to its quaint little houses and lack of traffic – all goods are delivered up and down
the one road by sledge. We ate smoked mackerel rolls on the quayside before struggling back up
the steep hill to say our tired but happy goodbyes.
Planning and executing a rally is extremely rewarding, when successful!. We drew upon previous
knowledge of North Devon; we also trawled through various guidebooks and Internet search
engines like Google and Wikipedia for the more detailed information. Our trip took in the longest
village high street in England (Combe Martin), England’s largest village (Braunton), and by-passed
the only town in England to officially bear an exclamation mark in its name (Westward Ho!, named
after the novel by Charles Kingsley). I considered an after rally quiz, but thought that might be a
bit school-marmish for what was meant to be a bit of fun!
We were delighted that everything went so smoothly, and that our Cappo friends shared our love
for North Devon. For some it was a trip of new discoveries, for others it was an opportunity to
revisit distant memories - the last time Melvyn Mear visited Lynmouth was on a school trip before
the disastrous floods of 1953, so it must have changed considerably since then. Special mention
must go to John and Chris Brown at the Avoncourt Hotel, who were unstinting in their great
enthusiasm, and let us take over their gaff, even allowing us a red and silver themed redecoration of
their dining room and music at a moment’s notice. Thanks also goes to my boyfriend Wailim for
being such a great leader – without his steady driving, who knows where we might have ended up?
Although, Mark did let slip how the ring of confidence disappeared at one remote T-junction:
Wailim: “Which way is it now?”
Mark: “I thought you knew.”
Wailim: “But you’ve got the directions.”
Mark: “Which page are we on?”
Those nearer the front saw the subsequent flurry of papers; we at the back thought they were just
being nice and waiting for us to catch up. Nice to know honesty isn’t a dying trait.
Put this year’s August bank holiday weekend in your diary (25 – 27 August) for our SW SCORE
Rally – location to be confirmed, but more than likely in Somerset! Look out on the website for
details, or call Kirstie or Wailim on 01752 671743.
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Cappo Capers in Australia
By Ernst & Sonja Luthi

1

2

The first event took place on 25 June and started off with an early gathering at Loftus Oval in
South Sydney. Three Cappos made the effort, Mark Taylor's trusty silver one, Sonja's red one and
on trial the yellow Cappo from Fahid. Fahid had just recently bought his Cappo and was not yet
sure what to expect (and has in the meantime sold the car).
The convoy set off from Loftus heading into the Royal National Park and down some windy roads.
The first stop was at Garie Beach (photo 1), where the three cars did attract some attention from
the Surfies. It was then up the road back to more twisting and turning before we reached the
Lawrence Hargrave Lookout (photo 2). From there we could see the ocean (and Tasmania on a clear
day....) and also the next feature of the trip, the newly built road along and above the coast line to
Stanwell Park and then on to Wollongong. This road had been swept away ten years ago by a bad
mudslide and it took five years to build the new road and bridges etc. This was great news for the
people living in the small towns along the coast as they could finally meet each other without
lengthy detours (photo 3). From there it was on to Wollongong and a break at the famous Golden
Arch Cafe of Mr MacD. Fahid had to say his goodbyes as he had family commitments for lunch.
Mark, Sonja and Ernst continued their journey towards Kangaroo Valley for lunch via more twisty
roads and the Saddleback Lookout (photo 4). From there it was back to Sydney via more country
roads. A great time was had by all and it was duly noted that Ernst managed to drive around the
corners without missing a gear and causing a mass pile up (as nearly happened in 2005)!

4

3
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5

6

The second event took place on 2 September as 3 Cappos met in Berowra for lunch at the hub of
the Universe (Spencer). The adventurous few were Mark Taylor (silver), Bob & Jean (dark green)
and Sonja and Ernst (red). The troops set off down some interesting roads to catch the ferry to
Berowra Waters (photo 5) and a first photo opportunity in the carpark of Berowra Waters Marina
(photo 6) before setting off up the windy mountain road and cross country towards River Road
and a fantastic trip along the Hawkesbury River towards Wiseman's Ferry.
We stopped along the way at a camping site which gave us access to the beach (photos 7, 8) and
opportunity to catch up with friends. It also gave us a chance to show off and assist a diving crew
in pulling their boat ashore (photo 9). Well done Silver & Red ! The crew was very grateful and
curious to hear more about our cars. From there we continued to catch the ferry at Wiseman's
Ferry and from there to Spencer, the Hub of the Universe, right on the Hawkesbury River, famous
for their big breakfast and big burgers (photo 10). It was farewell to Bob and Jean after lunch as
they decided to retrace their steps and go for another ride on the Wiseman's Ferry.
Mark and Sonja and Ernst set off in the other direction for a while until Mark decided to check out
his spare wheel (photos 11, 12). Lucky there was one in the boot and it did fit although it was a bit
smaller and yellow. However, we have it on good authority that Mark made it home and there was
still some thread left on the spare wheel..

7

8
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9

10

That really was the end of the Cappo year, as we simply ran out of time towards the end of the
year.But we have planned some exciting trips for 2007:
17/18 March:

Oberon - O'Connell

16 June:

Lunch Spencer or St Albans via the Hawkesbury River

18 August:

Kangaroo Valley

20 October:

Mt Wilson - Megalong Valley

8 December:

Pearl Beach Christmas run

On behalf of all our Australian SCORE members, we wish the rest of the Cappuccino Global
Community a very happy and healthy New Year. If anyone is planning a trip to Australia, please let
us know as we would be glad to give you a real Oz Cappo Welcome!

11
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On show in Holland
By Marcel Spoelstra

Greetings from Holland and good wishes for 2007! Although life has been pretty busy for me what
with preparation for a new baby and a home relocation in 2006, the Dutch SCORE Chapter was
able to continue to wave the Cappuccino flag at various classic car shows: Cabriobeurs, Japan
Classic Show (both in Holland) and Nippon Classics in Germany.
Each show was well attended, with plenty to see for Japanese car enthusiasts. At the Nippon Show,
as these photos showed, we featured the Cappuccino alongside my Suzuki Cara and a Whizz Kid. I
won an award for the Cara as “most special Japanese car.” A special thanks to Jan-Willem de Bruijn
who helped me at this show. More news from me in the next magazine!!
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My Eye-catching Cappuccino
By Richard Cox

I first clapped eyes on a Cappuccino at the 2003 Classic Car Show at the NEC in Birmingham. I had
wanted a new car and fancied a rear wheel drive car with the Mk II MR2 my first choice. However
due to it having a normally aspirated 1.6 litre engine, my stepfather wouldn’t allow me to own one,
due to the fact it was his insurance that was being used!.
The Suzuki Cappuccino stand was very close to the MR2 stand and Dany’s black CappuccinoSport
car attracted me to the stand. I have to be honest and say that I never knew about the Cappuccino
and it was a car I hadn’t seen, or more likely noticed on the road. Its “cute” styling and removable
hard top were also attractive feature’s that interested me. I talked to a couple that were attending
the show and they let me sit inside the car and talked through the prices of these cars. At £3000£5000, I thought they were out of my price range but the bug had bitten.
I searched Auto Trader for them almost weekly and checked my finances and decided I may be able
to afford one after all. So when a local car came up for sale I went for a look. Three weeks later it
was mine, a 1994 M registration Cordoba Red car with 87,000 miles on the clock. There was a
slight bit of rust on the near-side rear wheel arch but was in quite good condition. I was happy!
As a young lad (I was only 18 at the time of purchase) I was also thinking about modifications and
a K&N panel filter was installed, but this didn’t make much difference so a Suzuki Sport cone was
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purchased and installed. A Larini sports exhaust was also bought and fitted which sounds lovely.
These are still the only performance modifications on the car. I also bought some second-hand
TSW Eurace alloys, 15” and had some Hankook tires fitted, all for under £300! A year and a half
later, now aged 20 and just starting my last year at university, I had a few reliability problems. First
the water pump and radiator went which caused the engine to overheat badly, which also blew the
head gasket. There was also a small oil leak which myself and my step dad could not locate.
Then time for some body modifications! I had decided on the Heartland body-kit, which was on
Dany’s black CappuccinoSport but wanted a different spoiler. I finally decided after a lot of thinking
and research to go for a shogun style spoiler. All the bits were bought and the car went into the
body-shop for two months, this way I would get a discount. The paint colour was chosen, a
“Kandi Red”, a very deep colour although at this point I was not totally convinced on my choice.
I got the car back on 1st March 2006 and the reaction to my finished car was a sight to behold,
with everybody looking and admiring. However when the car went for an MOT the following week,
a lot of welding was needed. Hmmm, ok. That was done and that was that. New MOT, 12 months’
tax and so I headed with a mate down to London’s Ace Café for a Max Power meet. On the way
back just 5 miles from home, the engine started missing on one cylinder. Oh dear! Compression
test confirmed number 3 cylinder had lost compression! Not a good start to 2006. A top end strip
showed that an exhaust valve had broken very slightly. Replaced and a general clean and back on
the road.
Sadly my car was again going to end up at my step dad’s garage, this time turbo bearing failure.
This may have been to do with the exhaust valve, with the broken piece possibly causing the initial
damage. Second hand turbo bought from CappuccinoSport and the oil leak and water leak finally
fixed (The oil leak was due to a cam shaft oil seal, and was very hard to find!), I was back out on
the road. By October my car had been on the road for probably 2 months of 2006! Then I did a
track day at Donington Park, and yes you guessed it, the big end bearing on cylinder 3 went! I have
been very lucky though, as the crank is thankfully fine.
2006 wasn’t a good year for my Cap and me but hopefully 2007 should be a better one! With
117,000 miles on the clock (I’ve done 30,000 in 3 years!), my car has been used quite a lot but
with some care and attention, I’m sure we’ll both make it through the next couple of years!
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A short sad story with a happy ending
By Valerie Bull

I had a Ka – a faithful red Ka. My Ka was reliable and did everything that was asked of it, it never
let me down. Ka was on a mission – it had gone to Newcastle with my son, Duncan, who was at
University there in his final year of a 3D Product and Furniture Design course. He needed Ka so
that he could get to and from material suppliers, upholsterers etc. Ka was doing a very good and
useful job. And then …… one sad night ……. Ka met a terrible end. The first I knew of this was
when Duncan rang me at 8am one morning – the conversation went something like this.
Duncan: “I’ve just gone outside to get into the Ka, and it’s not there”
Me: “What do you mean, it’s not there?”
Duncan: It’s not there, but there are bits of it all over the road”
Me: “What do you mean, there are bits of it all over the road?”
Duncan: “I mean, there are bits of it all over the road! I can see a hub cap and a bit of the
bumper, but that’s all!”
Me: “I think you’d better phone the police!”
A short while later Duncan called me back. The police knew all about it. Sometime during the
early hours of the morning another student had been driving back to her house when she sneezed.
Some people on the other side of the road had heard the crash and watched from their window as
she tried to push Ka out of the way, and then attempted to restart her car presumably to continue
her journey. Neither of these attempts were successful so she walked home. The police arrived –
Ka (who had been shoved some considerable distance down the road) and other car were now
obstructing the road, so they were both towed away!!!! The picture tells the story – Ka was
beyond hope. A few weeks later, my partner Robin went to the car auction to get a replacement Ka
for me. He phoned me at work to say he’d successfully purchased a replacement. I returned from
work to find cute red Cappo parked outside the house.
Me: “Where’s the Ka?”
Robin: “Didn’t get a Ka – thought you’d like this though”
I love Cappo – we all do. Cappo has so far taken us to London (love nipping into small parking
spaces), seaside runs and lots of local journeys. So far we’ve had a stainless steel custom exhaust
fitted. Duncan gets to drive Cappo lots as he’s now back at home job-hunting (if anyone out there
knows of any Product and Furniture Design openings – he got a First – let me know!!!!). So a very
happy ending!
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Flying high
By Joan Walsh

I’ve been a member of SCORE for two or three years, but I’ve been busy setting up a new business
and haven’t had time to write an introduction for the magazine. As a result of correspondence on
the message board, Alex suggested that it was high time I introduced myself and my little Cappy.
It all started many years ago – the story’s familiar to any Cappuccino owner… little red sports car
seen driving along, memories of my old Austin Healy Sprite, then one espied on a garage forecourt
but I couldn’t stop to look, then finally one day I was ferrying my partner to collect his Swift after a
service and there was one of these little cars in their showroom. I sat in it while he paid his bill and
I fell in love: a love to be unrequited for many years (money!).
Then came the magic day about three years ago: I was made redundant, given lots of money, told
to hand in my company car keys and not to come back. I danced out of the office, but that’s
another story. My partner (he’s called ‘Ginge’ by the way, after his hair colour) still had his Swift
for mundane use (she’s called ‘Suzy’, by the way), but we needed a spare. I saw a Cappuccino for
sale in a Suzuki garage, drove it, fell even deeper in love and paid them over the odds so that she’d
be mine, and she still is. Aah! Ginge fell in love with her too, but there was only one way for him
to get his hands on her. He resisted for a long time, but on St Valentine’s night last year he finally
succumbed and proposed. I’ve got a ring on my finger, and he’s on Cappy’s insurance.
We still have a Swift for everyday use. Not the same one, faithful Suzy finally died of overwork and
old age and we had to replace her. Fortunately Suzuki brought back the Swift name on a new car
and it’s now Suzy II who bears the brunt of on-street parking and everyday driving. Cappy sits
snugly in the garage and only comes out when the weather’s warm and dry. She likes nothing more
than a little dash through the country lanes to visit her friend Hoppy.
Hoppy is my workhorse, a Thruster microlight. She’s called Hoppy, partly because it’s short for
grasshopper which is what she looks like, and also because that’s how she behaves when my dear
students are trying to learn how to land her well. Indeed – when I was made redundant, I took the
opportunity for a mid-life career change and became a microlight flying instructor. After a year or so
working at various flying schools around the South East, I finally became fully qualified. The school
where I was working at the time got a new Chief Instructor and he declared that there was only
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work for one, so I had to go. So taking fate and opportunity in both hands, I spent the rest of my
redundancy package on a brand new little aeroplane and set about finding myself somewhere to
establish my own school.
For the rest of that story you’ll have to look up my advert that follows this written piece and follow
it to my web site.
Cappy’s biggest disappointment was not making it to the SCORE 10th Anniversary National Rally
at Old Warden last year – I was flying that weekend.
SCORE MEMBER ADVERTISEMENT

Ever wished your Cappuccino could fly? Well here's the next best thing as light as a Cappo, as fast as a Cappo, as practical as a Cappo!
Come for a trial lesson in Essex with Saxon Microlights.
Flight gift vouchers available
www.SaxonMicro.co.uk
score@SaxonMicro.co.uk
01245 267637
Special SCORE offer - buy one get one free! Turn up for your flight in your Cappuccino with a
passenger and your passenger gets a short flight around the airfield for free.
Please warn us when you book the flight so we make sure the time is available.
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The best decision
By Tony Harris

Last summer my partner returned from Australia and we began our married life together. She was in
need of a car to commute to her new job and so we started to explore various options. Friends of
ours suggested we get something fun and so we looked at MX5s and MG Midgets as I’d previously
had a 1964 Mini 850 and had enjoyed doing most of the mechanical work on it myself.
I then saw a Cappuccino for sale locally on the Auto Trader website and a dim and distant memory
of the Cap popped up in my mind. I did some more research and thought, ‘Wow...it’s just like my
old Mini: small car, small engine and goes round corners on rails and rusts.’ The similarities ended
at the price of parts though. So we went to have a look at a red Cap on sale in an old farmhouse
barn some miles away. Even though it was almost covered in pigeon feathers I really fell for it. It
had plenty of history and even an original letter from Suzuki telling the owner how rare their new
purchase was. Despite the wheel arches looking as if they were in really good condition, the front
suspension towers were shot and the exhaust was taped up. I reluctantly walked away.
Meanwhile my partner was about to begin her new job and was raising questions about how could
we fit the weekly shop into the Cap and how could we lug kit around in such a small boot. We left
that Cap and thought more. My girlfriend went ahead with the purchase of a Fiesta Ghia and I
dreamed about cruising around in the Cap. I carried on my should-I-shouldn’t-I search for a Cap
and saw a few advertised on the SCORE website. I arranged to have a look at a couple, and I just
couldn’t resist. I bought one in reasonable condition with a full service history in November and
we both knew I’d done the right thing.
There was urgent work to be done immediately on the Cap - the rear brakes. Having always worked
on my cars I set to work, hunting around for parts. I had read that parts prices are extortionate.
Fortunately, this wasn’t entirely true. Brake discs are cheap from ‘Brakeparts’ in Rochdale and the
seals from my local Suzuki dealer are not. So Christmas saw the Cap spending the festive season in
my partner’s parents’ garage - thanks your honours! By the new year I had the Cap back on the
road and I finally got to see how well the car handles. I’m delighted, it’s even better than my Mini,
it really is like a go-kart! As for the future, there is rust around the wheel arches and some rust
preventative work to be carried out underneath. I have just started servicing the car with the help
of the online manuals, these are an excellent resource, SCORE is to be applauded for this initiative.
I don’t intend to modify the car, I think the designers got it right the first time, I see no point in
wrecking the good looks. I’ll enjoy it and keep it standard.
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It had to come!
By Ruth Wade

The day I said goodbye to my beloved Cappuccino. Bought from new in 1994, it was a present to
myself with my redundancy money and replaced the boring company car I’d had up until then. It
was fun and quirky and suited my new incarnation as a writer. I loved the way people in the street
smiled as I drove past; I adored the way it handled and that it brought out the best in me as a
driver. The car brought fun and excitement to my new life and never gave me cause to regret the
decision to blow my money on it.
But time catches up with all of us. Years of being out in all weathers (I live in a small village where
garages are rarer than hen’s teeth) faded the paintwork, and meant two very expensive bouts of
welding. And I was changing too. A higher profile as a writer meant long drives on wet and windy
motorways and there was more than one occasion where I began to think that I really should be
driving something with airbags and all the very latest safety features. A spectacular aquaplane in a
millimetre of water finally made up my mind for me. But I didn’t give in gracefully. My husband
nagged me to look at a new car but I refused. I made excuses. I ignored all the many brochures he
strategically placed on the coffee table. The timing wasn’t right. I had made up my mind, but I
would change cars in my own time. It would coincide with my writing career taking off. The
Cappuccino represented my early life as a writer: the new car would be bought with the proceeds
of my first book. It would be a little more serious and sensible as befitting an author on the first
rung of the ladder.
It didn’t work out that way. A publishing contract was still not within my grasp but a windfall last
July meant that I had to act whilst the money was still in the bank or risk having to wait another
couple of years and more expensive garage bills. I cried. I whined. But I advertised the Cappuccino
on the SCORE website before I could back out. If I was going to sell it, then it was going to go to
someone who would love and appreciate the car’s unique qualities as much as I did. It was a good
price and I got a lot of interest. I sold it 3 days later. I couldn’t watch as it was driven away from
the front of my house. I left my handbag in the back of the car in my anxiety to walk away and not
look back. The new owner was very sweet and understood my feelings. He returned the handbag
and sent me photos of the Cappuccino in its new home (a pristine garage). I still have those and a
few other photos but I kept nothing else to remind me that I was once the owner of that wonderful
car. It’s too painful. My new car? A sleek gunmetal grey Mazda MX5 2 litre Sports with a sound
system to die for. I never said I was going to be too sensible! Enjoy your Cappuccinos. I did mine,
with all my heart.
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An addition to the family
By Martin Williams

Back in the early nineties my attention was drawn to an interesting car but since I had only had my
Citroen BX GTi for five years at the time and we didn’t need a second car, I did not pursue it.
However, I did go to Motorfair at Earl’s Court in 1995 and looked out various two seater sports cars
(well, one can dream) but drew a complete blank with Suzuki: their hired help had never heard of
the Cappuccino.
Over the following years I would occasionally see a Cappuccino about, including I now realise
Martin Johnson’s, and decided that silver was the colour that best suited their proportions. At last
an Alfa Romeo 156, still retaining the practical side of sporty, was purchased to replace the BX.
Still hankering after a Cappuccino I discovered the SCORE website and continued dreaming. Susan
and I finally married in 2003 and to complement the “official” 1930’s Rolls we hired a Suffolk
SS100 as our “going away” car. The Suffolk is a replica of the 1930’s Jaguar SS100 but with much
more modern Jaguar mechanics. This was my first taste of open top motoring, driving it home from
Bury St Edmunds, and was great fun but with a 4.2 litre engine a somewhat different solution than
a Cappuccino. We now had quite a shortlist of potential fun cars if the opportunity arose: the
Suffolk, an Alfa Spider, a Fiat Barchetta or a silver Cappuccino.
With the Suffolk I could not see when I would find time to build it. The Spider had us split. I quite
fancied the classic “Duetto” whereas Susan was a big fan of the front wheel drive modern one.
Finding a good, reliable and rust free older Spider seemed a big challenge and the newer one was
larger than ideal for our under cover parking. The Barchetta would be best with the Punto based
conversion to right hand drive but this seemed expensive for a second hand car. So I kept an eye
on the SCORE classifieds and tried to build a “business case”.
At last the key element fell into place. Susan was expecting so we would need two cars. Having an
economical car for my 50 mile daily commute would reduce the mileage on the Alfa. It would only
need an annual service and so it should pay for itself! I think this is called creative accounting.
A suitable advert appeared on the web and I phoned that night and arranged to view that weekend.
We made a day out of the viewing since my father was staying with us. The car had only been
lightly used over the last five years, only in the dry and was well presented.
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The current owner was a classic car enthusiast with a 1930s Riley as a show car and a nice 1950’s
Mercedes roadster as his fair weather daily drive. He had bought the Cappuccino from a friend for
his wife but they were in the process of moving and needed to reduce their fleet. The previous
owner had been a Suzuki service manager but the earlier history was a little less certain. It had,
however, included a turbo replacement.
We decided to go ahead and buy since we did not know when the next one would come up and
we did not want to spend all our time looking. Of course, several silver examples came up over the
next few weeks but we were happy with our decision. Though she was not in concourse condition
we intended to use her on a daily basis. If she had been concourse, I might have felt a little guilty!
An early purchase, once Suki joined the family, was a new set of tyres. Only one was low on tread
but all were over five years old and I decided a full set of Michelin was a sensible move. This was
followed a few months later by a new battery since the original one had no reserve capacity and
went flat when Suki was having a rest during my paternity leave.
A new set of rear pads and a couple of oil changes have kept her running sweetly for 7000 miles
and nine months, averaging 47.5 mpg. She is shortly due to visit our local classic car restorer and
village garage for her 60,000 mile service including a new cam belt, since the last change was five
years ago.
I am using her for my daily commute, enjoying the roofless days of the sultry summer but staying
enclosed through the winter. She behaved impeccably in the February snow, gripping the road so
perfectly whilst BMWs span their wheels and snaked across the road.
Now there are three of us Suki rarely carries more than just her driver. James, our young son, has
travelled in her when Susan has been going out for the evening and we have ‘rendezvoused’ on my
way home from work to transfer James between cars.
There is a tale behind the photo of Susan, James and me. Once we had taken it I started Suki to
put her undercover. After moving her I left her idling for a minute or so. The next morning she did
not want to fire and took no end of cranking with full throttle before she eventually picked up.
Next time I will just have to take her out for a spin, as if I needed an excuse!
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Parts Quiz
By Nick Logothetis
Following on from Round 1 of my Parts Quiz from the last magazine (p62), here’s the answers:
1. There are 17 parts named as a weatherstrip (excluding the rear window): centre roof panel x2,
side roof panels x2, pillar opening x1, header opening x1, door partitions x2, door openings x4,
doors x4, and trunk lid opening x1
2. There are four parts that bear the word "Suzuki”: on the plate of the cam housing cover, on the
emblem of the side sill scuff x2 and the decal of the lower rear window garnish. The later BA model
(ABS brakes) has five parts: it also bears the word "Suzuki' on the steering wheel pad.
3. There are six different types of steering wheels . The EA11R had 3 types, with one being an
optional accessory made by NARDI. The EA21R had three as well, with one being an optional
accessory. It was leather winded and made by SUZUKI.
Here’s some thought provoking questions for members to think about...
1. How many lamps (not bulbs) does the Cappuccino have?
2. Excluding parts from the accessories catalogue, how many parts bear the "S" emblem?
3. How many parts are or have a CAP under the bonnet only?

Long time owner
By Andrew Barber
M850BAP is a silver Cappuccino owned by my partner Lynda but I am the one Alex persuaded to
write this article so here goes.
The story begins in summer 1994 when Lynda’s 924 began to show its age and the results of living
outdoors for too long so she decided a replacement was required. Lynda had owned only two cars,
the aforesaid 924 and previous to that an X1/9 (in which she learned to drive). However, she has
driven lots of different cars and although not a regular driver, has strong ideas about what she does
and does not like. We tried an MX5, too boring. We tried an Excel; the seat wouldn’t go forward
far enough. We tried a FWD Elan. This was an awesomely capable device but Lynda is not a speed
merchant while I felt that I would either kill myself in it or drive it so far within its capabilities that
it might as well be an MX5. We were a bit stuck when we saw a Cappo for the first time in a dealer
in Harrow. He went on alarmingly about its impracticality, which only made Lynda want it! Shortly
afterwards, we went to an open day at Shoreham Airfield (I was living in Brighton at the time) and
the local Suzuki dealer had a stand which included a Cappo. We duly sat in it and made broom
broom noises then booked a test drive. Lynda lived in Harrow at the time so it had to be a midweek overnight, this took some hassling of the dealer but they relented and off we went. We both
loved it. The demonstrator was M850BAP and was approaching three months since registration. A
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deal was being discussed when another local dealer tried to muscle-in, offering a brand new Cappo
for slightly less money than BAP. However, it was red and as the first dealer had been so helpful,
Lynda stuck with them, took a deep breath and paid for BAP by ‘phone with her credit card! She
came down and collected the car in November 1994.
For a few months BAP lived outside Lynda’s Harrow flat and was used only at the weekends. Then
Lynda re-located to the Midlands and I followed. After a few months we bought a hexagonal house
in Leamington and with it was a garage so BAP had somewhere to be kept out of the rain. This was
BAP’s busiest time, with Lynda driving it from Leamington to Birmingham every day. This mostly
went well although BAP was at one point heavily scraped down one rear quarter by some bozzo at
a roundabout.
There was also the day Lynda took a very long time to drive home in the snow and she came in
announcing that the ‘king thing’ was undriveable in the snow. Having by this time driven all sorts
of powerful rear wheel drive cars in all sorts of conditions, I was a bit macho about this so the next
day, Lynda took my 325i (hardly the most suitable car for the snow!) and I took BAP. After a very
short distance, I also pronounced the ‘king thing’ undriveable in the snow!
At some point, I bought Lynda a very nice picnic basket. It was small but not small enough for a
Cappo and we went to the 1997 SCORE gathering with it jammed onto Lynda’s knee, competing for
space with the bump that a few weeks later turned into son Robin. He has grown up with sports
cars, travelling roof down in BAP and later the FBS as well, in his baby seat. Sports cars seem to
agree with him much more than saloons which almost invariably make him ill, a rare occurrence in
the Cappo and FBS.
Another job change in 1998 brought us south again and this changed Lynda’s commute again, from
Leamington-Birmingham to Thame-Reading, still in BAP. A further job change in 1999 saw Lynda’s
commute change to the train into London so the rate of mileage accumulation dropped. Around
this time, I was setting-up my sports car company, the short-lived FBS and used BAP occasionally
to keep it exercised. At some point, on only a mildly damp evening, I managed a 270-degree spin
exiting a roundabout on the Bicester by-pass.
I never worked-out how I managed to be so incompetent but it left BAP slightly dented at the rear.
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The 2002 MOT saw the Cappo prove that not only does it have the exact dimensions and power of
a 1275 Midget but also the corrosion resistance of one. It failed spectacularly with massive body
corrosion. We were deep into FBS at the time and Lynda was about to take delivery of her own
Census so BAP was stored at the FBS factory until it closed in summer 2003 followed by our damp
garage until late 2004 when BAP went to Colchester for a major body rebuild. A small fortune was
spent and the experience…well, ask me over a beer sometime. Anyway, a 10-mile drive post-rebuild
drive (followed by 100 miles home) convinced Lynda that it was worth every penny.
Current mileage is about 70000 and while still needing cosmetic body work in places, BAP has just
(Feb 07) passed its second post-rebuild MOT. It now lives in the garage (still leaky but it will be
replaced with an all-new damp proof edifice later this year) and is used at least once a week, more
in the summer.

Icy Tales from the Deep South
By Tracy Hickman and Stewart Genery

Invercargill lies at the bottom of New Zealand, 46 degrees south of the Equator. It is supposed to
have a pleasant, moderate climate (according to the local tourist board), but in reality this means
cold in summer, very cold in spring/autumn, and you really don't want to go outside when it's
minus fifteen degrees in winter!
However, despite having just experienced the coldest spring on record, we were still surprised to
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read an article in our local paper stating that a flotilla of one hundred icebergs had been spotted off
the coast of Invercargill. The largest iceberg was about 1.8km long, 1.3km wide, and towered about
120m above the choppy waters. Given 90 percent of an iceberg is underwater, that meant it was
1.2km high!
Within days all of the local aircraft operators had used their entrepreneurial skills to market flights
to the bergs, and the icy visitors captured the whole country's attention. News presenters landed
on them, one couple wanted to get married on them, and even the famous NZ sheep (Shrek) was
shorn on one to raise money for charity! Apparently he had custom-made crampons and a special
non-slip mat to stand on.
Not wanting to miss out, we put our names on the waiting list for a helicopter flight and after two
long weeks of waiting we finally got lucky. The flight itself was quite exciting as it took almost an
hour to reach the bergs, with lots of turbulence over choppy seas.
Having seen the TV and newspaper reporting we thought there would be an element of hype, but
our first glimpse of the icebergs completely took our breath away. The whites and blues were so
intense, and they were just huge!
We flew over and around two of the bergs, and they were the size of several rugby pitches and
towered over 100m above the sea. There was a turquoise lake on one, where the waters had started
to melt, and we could see remnants of wool from where the sheep had been shorn!
Then all of our wildest expectations were exceeded when the pilot actually landed on one of the
bergs! We couldn't get out as it was too dangerous (we could hear the ice creaking), but with the
windows open we got some great photos.
The icebergs have since moved north, and melted as they moved up the coast, but for a brief spell
it truly felt like the Antarctic was on our doorstep!
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Keeping Cappuccino in the family
By Robert Schoenmaker

The photo on the back cover was taken at Wijhe, a place near Zwolle in Holland. There was a party
week and my brother, Johan, (Chairman for the Dutch DWAC*) was asked if he could come with
some little cars from his club.
He asked me to come also with my Cappo, so I did. The cars were stationed in the shopping street,
and had a lot of interest from passers by. My brother also asked the man on stilts to stand beside
my car to pose in front of the camera.And so this picture was borne.
*DWAC= a club for old cars with no more than a 600 cc engine: Heinkel, Messerschmidt, BMW
Isetta, Fiat 500, Gogomobil, Felorex, etc.
When I was young I bought myself a Honda S800; the car was in a terrible state. I thought that I
would have to dismantle the car and then on second thoughts decided that I would never get it in
order. So I sold the car, but my interest for a little sports car stayed. I knew then that when I buy a
car again it must be running and in good order. I don’t know where I saw the Cappo for the first
time, but I looked on the Internet for one, and spotted one in Rotterdam. This was a red one and it
had done 67000 miles (one of the 25 that were imported from England to Holland by BV Nimag,
the official Suzuki importer).
I called my brother to go with me and to look over the car. The day we were to go, the weather in
Emmen was very bad and I pulled back, leaving my brother in Zwolle to go to Rotterdam. He was
fine with that and yes he bought the car! He already owns a Suzuki Fronte, a Suzuki GT 380 and a
Velorex. So I had to look further. I knew that the Suzuki dealer in Emmen had imported a Cappo in
2002 from Germany. It was a very nice car with only 34000 miles, but he asked a lot of money.
After discussion with my brother I gave them an offer, they accepted and at last I became a new
Cappuccino owner. We both became members of the Dutch Cappuccino Club as well as SCORE.
And now we have both decided to go to the Annual Rally in Derbyshire, arriving in Hull on 29th
June and after the weekend we will leave on 1 July from Newcastle. We hope that the weather will
be good, so we can drive with the roofs off! Hope to see you at the Rally!!
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Sunny Day Pleasures
By Brian Prior

I first learned about Cappuccinos many years ago when the Mercedes-Benz dealership for whom I
worked (and still do) also held the Suzuki franchise( no perceived conflict of interest). I drove one
of the demonstrators on many occasions, finding it fun but somewhat daunting because of its
small size. I never thought that 13 years later I would own one!!!
Although I have had the use of company cars for 39 years, I always had a motor-bike as “Summer
fun” transport, but my wife saw increasing dangers with advancing old age, so we decided to buy a
used sports car for our sunny day pleasure. Our first purchase was a “Super Seven”, fabulous to
look at, but increasingly impractical. We then bought a highly spec’d out used Mazda MX5 which
covered only 3500miles in five years of our ownership but took up too much room in the garage at
our new current house. Then purely by chance, one of my friends who owns a 4 wheel drive centre
in Aylesbury, announced that a friend had asked him to sell on his behalf, a very pretty Suzuki
Cappuccino!! At my suggestion a deal was worked out involving my MX5 and I became the proud
owner of my red Suzuki flying machine, meeting the main criteria of more space in my garage. “ A
double success, I hope”
Many friends have warned of the rust problems on these cars and I was very surprised to find that
none of the many (5) previous owners had ever undersealed the car. I have now “steamed” the
underside and carried out a complete underseal programme. The car has a new MOT and I have
given it a complete service, ready for the Spring weather!!! I also received details of the “roof”
paint code from a lady SCORE member and our bodyshop has “done the business” to rectify a few
scratches (the car body is blemish free).
Having owned the car since November, I have covered 23 miles only and as usual will tax the car
from April to October, hoping that this period will provide the best weather(my previous MX5 was
never ever driven in wet and that was undersealed).
Sorry that my story is a practical one rather than a romantic one but we all buy cars for differing
reasons. However that should not detract from the pleasure which I hope to obtain from owning
and driving my new “pride and joy”. No doubt its future light usage will re-balance its already very
high mileage, albeit with full dealer history. No doubt there will be much polishing in the future!!!
If I experience a problem I know that I will have the expertise of SCORE members to call upon.
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SCORE MEMBER ADVERTORIAL
Le Castel - a beautiful ‘petit chateau’ in Normandy

Napoleon III Chateau Guest House with luxurious rooms
as well as a two bedroomed self catering Gite.
Rooms from €110 a night B&B and self catering Gite from €450 a week.
Stunning table d’hote 4 course evening meals (€38pp) or a simple kitchen supper (€18pp)
In your spare time why not take Le Castel's pet llamas out for a country walk?
Easy access from Dinard Airport or the ferry ports at Cherbourg and Caen.
Le Castel is owned by Jon Barnsley and was venue for the club’s
Spring 2006 Normandy Tour. Special 10% discount for SCORE members.

Le Castel has been acclaimed by writers from top magazines like Red, New Woman, Prima, BBC
Good Food and Company. "Wonderful place, wonderful food," Heather Mairs, Prima magazine;
"The house is gorgeous, the food is fantastic," Jenny Wood, Company magazine; "A very special
house with a lovely friendly atmosphere. Great food - worth a Michelin star!" Nicky Palmer,
That's Life magazine; "A wonderful place. Delicious food and a lovely llama," Deborah
Robertson, Red Magazine; "A lovely house and a lovely meal," Kathryn Custance, BBC Good
Food; "Thanks for such spectacular hospitality. I'll be back to beat you both at croquet,"
Elizabeth Dawson, New Woman magazine.

Breakfast with croissants

Marie Antoinette Room

Dine in style

Address: Le Castel, Montpinchon, 50210 Manche, Normandy, France.

www.le-castel-normandy.com
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A challenge ahead of me
By Matt Ellerby

The Suzuki Cappuccino is a car I have been aware of for a number of years as the Cappuccino that
I now own used to belong to my Mum.
I only got the chance to drive it once and it was an unforgettable experience! It was first registered
in late 1993 and is a UK type approved EA11R with a genuine 51000 miles on the clock.
Unfortunately the vehicle fell into disrepair and a mixture of never being offered a fair price and a
genuine reluctance to give up a much-loved car meant that it has been languishing on my parents’
drive for over four years. At the beginning of this year, looking for a project to get my teeth into
and spurred on by my memories of driving this great car, I decided to try and restore it to its former
glory. My first stop for research was an Internet search, and that is where I came across the SCORE
website. Reading the posts on the General Forum I found the enthusiasm of SCORE’s members
infectious, and the wealth of knowledge and obvious friendship were a real attraction to someone
like myself who has engineering skills but little experience with the Cappuccino.
I look forward to meeting other members on the Message Board (and probably will be asking a lot
of questions) and also to the day I can get this great little car back on the road.
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Life’s too short
By Pam Baines

I love my Cappuccino! My husband, Steve, and I were out one Sunday on his Kawasaki and we
stopped off at Church Stretton, ten miles south of Shrewsbury. Whilst walking around the town we
saw a really small red sports car parked with the roof off. We were very impressed with it and said
we'd look up Suzuki Cappuccino on the Internet to seek more info. At once, I fell in love with
them and decided that "one day" I would have one, in silver!
A couple of years later, we had a bad week at work where three people “related” to colleagues died,
and we were all really saddened. So that was it, decision made, life is too short, I must have the
Cappo NOW! We searched online, and it was actually on the highly informative SCORE web site
that we saw one advertised in Halesowen. We viewed and tested that one; a week later we saw
another one in Stalybridge on the way back from a short break in Durham. Nothing much between
the two but I plumped for the one in Halesowen... it was a year younger, and I preferred the reg!
Joined SCORE as soon as I got it home and we attended our very first meeting six weeks later in
Wakefield, for the Santa Cruise, organised by Martin Jones. Had a wonderful time and met some
lovely new friends. Looking forward to the AGM at Chatsworth in June, and will probably go to a
meeting before then too. So that's my little story about me and my little car so far. Have plans for
partial or complete respray and attention to alloys......watch this space! Hope to meet many more
members this year so see you soon, bye for now.
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Karma or what - the story so far
By Stan Philips

This story concerns how I eventually purchased my Cappuccino. It begins way back in 1994 when
I was out on my super motorcycle and noticed a rather strange looking machine for sale in a garage
forecourt. Stopping to have a better look I was taken first by the size of the vehicle and then by the
look. It was a red Cappuccino and I can remember wandering round it a few times marvelling at the
general design of the car and thinking how gorgeous it looked. Up until that point I had shown no
interest in cars but the Cappuccino really had an effect on me and I raved about it when I got
home. One of my two daughters, then aged 12, sounded intrigued so, any excuse for another look,
I drove her down to the garage next day. Although captivated by the machine there was no way
that I could justify even thinking about buying the car so I put it to the back of my mind and can’t
really remember even looking out for one on the road from then on.
My story now moves on to 2004 but before I give an account of the fateful event that led me to
eventually own a Cappuccino I will provide some background information. I had been in and out of
motorcycling since I was a mod and into scooters at age 16 and when I finished my Masters degree
at the tender age of 48 years I decided to give myself a wee reward. I had been driving a chopped
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Lambretta scooter at the time but decided to get myself something a bit more normal so ended up
with a 650cc Yamaha. Motorcycling for me was not going too fast but was jaunting about the
countryside, enjoying the journey, and on a nice evening in September 2004 whilst heading to St
Andrews in Fife I was struck by a car on a roundabout. I never saw the car coming and I ended up
with a broken leg and my bike written off. I decided at that point that I had been very lucky to have
gotten off so lightly and as I didn’t want to tempt fate I gave up my passion. Although I do enjoy
driving the family car it just didn’t do it for me and I resigned myself to being excitement free in the
driving department from then on.
My story now moves on to the spring of last year when my wife and I were visiting our friends
Dave and Cathy who live by the Crinnon Canal on the west coast. Dave is into older cars and is
currently building a Morris 8. Bits of the car were everywhere, even under our bed in his spare
room and he and I spend some time blathering about the car and how he planned to restore it. We
talked about what attracts people to old or odd machines and at this point I mentioned that I felt
that there was a bit of a hole in my life as my motorcycling days were over. My favourite bike had
been the chopped Lambretta of all things (see photo) because it was so different and special in my
eyes. I was nicknamed the stick insect on the coat hanger by my friends by the way. At this point
he suggested that I might think about cars that might have a similar quirky appeal.
The experience of seeing the Cappuccino in ‘94 popped into my head again at this point and when
I returned home I began to look on the web for examples. I discovered that I was really fired up
again with the old spark returning and after consulting Dave and a local mechanic friend I went
looking.
After examining a couple of cars I eventually bought one from a woman in Glasgow who had
advertised in the SCORE classified section. I went through on the train to pick it up and drove to
meet my wife at our caravan by the side of Loch Lomand. It was very hot that weekend and we had
the roof down the whole time. My youngest daughter, the one who I persuaded to look at the new
Cappuccino back in 94 was with my wife. Now aged 25 we went out for a run in the car on the
Sunday.
On the way we got stuck in a mini traffic jam and I can remember people who were walking the
West Highland Way coming over as they had not seen a car like the Cappuccino before.
For me driving the Cappuccino is like stepping back in time. Given that I was never into driving fast
on my bike I have adopted the same approach with the Cappu. Having Linda my wife with me is
also good and we have taken to going on nice drives to places like Dunkeld, Pitlochry and over to
the Fife coastal villages. Given my passion for the odd and quirky the Cappu fits the bill perfectly
and I plan to start spending money on doing up the car as I would like to run it for many years to
come.
From a chance sighting in ‘94, an accident in 2004 to a planned summer of many happy drives in
07, karma or what?
Now the technical information bit. Having trawled through the site I quickly realised that I had no
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mechanical skill what so ever but I can provide a stepped guide as to how to get my two whippets,
Bliss and Vinny into the Cappu along with my wife Linda. Introducing ‘The Whippet and Wife
Guide to Happy Motoring.’
Step One. - Place cosy blanket in passenger foot well and encourage first whippet to lie down in
passenger foot well.
Step Two - Ask wife to get into Cappu and to wear her stylish leopard spot sun glasses and scarf so
that she matches the stylish look of the vehicle.
Step Three - Place delightful dog bed on wife’s lap.
Step Four - Allow second whippet to leap into delightful dog bed.
Step Five – Climb into car yourself, start engine and drive away smiling broadly.

Erm, honey, we forgot our
most important member of
the family!!
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Going up in the world
By Pete Roberts

The shock of being a SCORE Regional Rep

Pete, with his twin sister Pat, also a SCORE Member

The Location: Dining Room, Eaton Hotel, Edgbaston.
It was the morning. I had been socialising the previous evening at the SCORE Birthday Party and I
was at breakfast enjoying a good “full English”. I was about to partake of another forkful of baked
beans when this bloke said, “Mind if I join you, Pete?” He called me Pete because that is my name.
A bean fell off my fork as I replied, “Not at all,” and he sat down opposite me.
I think I remembered him from the previous day as, along with another geezer who I believe is an
ex copper, he was promising me fame! All I had to do was allow my name to appear in place of
someone called ‘vacancy’ in Region 10. This bloke was a friendly likeable sort of chap whom I had
seen on a few occasions before. I did not have a clue as to who he was but he was quite chatty
although I was not really paying much attention to what he was talking about as my mind was
occupied in trying to get that bean back on my fork and into my stomach.
“Yesssss!” I exclaimed as I managed to retrieve not just that bean but another one as well. "Well
done!" this bloke said and I remember thinking at the time that seven beans on a fork is not that
great an achievement but then it would appear this bloke lives in some valley called Findon which
is Sarf of Watford Gap – nuff said!
So it came to pass that I took over from ‘vacancy’ in Region 10, a huge area covering Cheshire,
Cumbria, Greater Manchester, Lancashire and the Isle of Man.
Dave Gresswell from Gloucester was recruited by the same spectacled person with the temptation
that he could spice up his life just by replying to the advert : “Like group get togethers? Enjoy some
frolics in the country? Organise fun weekends? Fancy going topless in public whenever you get the
urge? Then being a SCORE Regional Rep is right for you! There is no truth in the rumour that this
advert was seen in a telephone kiosk or heard after mis-dialling the speaking clock, no charges have
ever been brought and reputations remain unscathed.
Now for something completely different... from page 64 onwards!
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An arty photo by Martin Jones

Boat Lift - bottom bit

Q. How do you get a water borne vessel from one level to another?
A. Travel up to Falkirk or go to the Anderton Boat Lift.
The Falkirk Wheel is a fine example of modern engineering whereas the Anderton Boat Lift, which
does an identical job, was originally built in 1875. With the demise of canal traffic it soon fell into
disrepair then after a whopping £7million restoration it was reopened in 2002. This eye catching
masterpiece is situated just outside Northwich in Cheshire.
It was a Sunday, a unique Sunday in that it was 7th May 2006 and that was the only Sunday on
that date in the year. The car park was near empty and the Anderton Boat Lift itself as I arrived at
around 9.36ish in the morning. I parked in a prominent position so I would stand out among the
other three vehicles already there – I did not want people turning up and not spotting me. One by
one they turned up, five in total including myself.
As it was a Sunday, the border controls were relaxed and so Martin and Linda took advantage of
same and travelled all the way over from Wakefield in Yorkshire so as to give me some welcome
moral support as it was my first “do” after replacing ‘vacancy’ for so long.

Looking up from below

Boat Lift - top bit
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I say it was my first do, well it was and it was not, I sent invites out – full stop. The majority of the
organising, route planning and loads of time spent checking and double checking was down to
longstanding SCORE members Pat and Lynn to whom I dedicate this paragraph as well as loads of
thanks as, without their involvement, the meet would have consisted of 2 maybe 3 laps of the M60
which is Manchester’s answer to the M25.
Mark and Joan turned up for their first meet, as did Keith and Jean. Keith had only just finished
getting his Cappo back on the road literally the previous day after carrying out a major strip down
and refurbishment.
After introductions of which I played a major role we had a mooch around the displays on display
before boarding a glass topped boat with a pointed bit at the front. This took us all the way around
the corner onto the Boat Lift.
The Boat Lift is capable of carrying two 72 feet long narrow boats in each of its two water filled
open metal tanks and lifting / lowering them between the Weaver Navigation (which is a river) and
the Trent and Mersey Canal which is 50 feet above the river. As the combined weight of boats and
water could be over 250 tons it was deemed not to be a problem that I had eaten a big meal the
previous day.
At no extra cost a running documentary was given. Interpreters were on board to translate for them
that were from outside the county. After going up in the World we reached the top of the Boat Lift
and disembarked but not before gesticulating at people who were in a similar vessel going the other
way.
On returning to the car park we found the Cappos had been breeding as there was one more than
when we left. A photo shoot was arranged so I could explain to the missus why I was late back
with the Sunday newspapers. Martin promised the attendant a copy photo for the Anderton Boat
Lift public relations people plus it was a sweetener to allow us to have the line up!
Steve and Jill solved the mystery of the addition to our group, they had travelled up from Telford
after deciding at the last minute to attend. They joined us for a very enjoyable drive through the
local and not so local countryside with a comfort stop at a Candle Workshop where there were
candles, candles and more candles. An unbelievable choice of candles, all sizes, shapes and
colours were available, either for purchase, looking at or counting - I starting counting but gave up
when I reached ten thousand and two. The group were getting impatient and the staff did not like
me lighting them – how else was I to know which ones I had counted?
We came out of the Candle Workshop and into the car park where at first it was thought all the
Cappos had been car napped then we found them hiding behind a hedge. We ended the day with
another enjoyable drive to an establishment for a late BOGOF lunch.
You’ll have to turn the page to see a FULL COLOUR PROOF of our day out so at least my other ‘arf
can see the evidence of my rather long Sunday morning drive, meeting a fine congregation of very
friendly people all sharing the Love of Cappuccino.
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The Sunday Morning Cappuccino Congregation

CHESHIRE KIT & CLASSIC CAR SHOW & RALLY – 20 MAY 2007
Set in the beautiful grounds of Capesthorne Hall, Macclesfield, Cheshire, the annual Rochdale Owners Club
gathering has gained a reputation as a friendly, fun day for car enthusiasts and their families. We are pleased
to invite you to join us on Sunday, 20th of May 2007 (gates open 10 am).The show is in its 24th year
and once again is sponsored by WHICH KIT CAR Magazine. As usual we are hoping for a wide range of
both kit and classic cars - as a good display broadens the interest for all concerned. There will also be trade and
craft stands and a range of events in the arena, culminating in a display of the cars chosen by the judges for
Best of Show, Runner Up, Highly Commended, the Which Kit Award and Visitors’ Choice.
The Hall has a fascinating collection of paintings, sculptures and furniture.
The park and gardens extend to some 60 acres and include a nature trail and woodland walk.

Contact Pete Roberts to
book your place:
01204 884 002
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Magical Moments in the North
By Martin Jones

The Easter Cappuccino Cavalcade

No doubt the North East of England Region has done its bit for SCORE this year. We started the
year off well, with Nick Firth organising not only the first ever Easter Bonnet Parade for the Region
but for SCORE. Easter Sunday saw five Cappuccinos, not only from our Region but Philip Gifford
and Linda Jordan travelled up from Milton Keynes. We were also joined by Clive and Yvonne from
Oxford in their Copen and our son Simon in his Street KA. They took up positions either end of the
line up. We took a sedate run to the Lincolnshire coastal resort of Mablethorpe. Nick is happy to
make this an annual event but not to Mablethorpe every time. Well done Nick.
A weekend at Runswick Bay in May for the Annual Triumph meeting with SCORE as guest club
attracted lots of interested onlookers followed by a wonderful drive into Whitby - see two photos
below. There were seven Cappo’s in total: six from our Region and Pat and Lynne Bourne travelled
over from Cheshire and made a weekend of the event.
Father’s Day at Harewood House again proved a great success with 7 Cappos present. We had an
ex-Cappo owner showing off his newly acquired Smart Roadster and we took along Linda’s Nissan
Figaro along. We only bought it a few weeks before and it was the only one at the show. I don’t
like to admit this but the Figaro created more interest than the Cappos.
August saw the regional visit to the North Yorkshire Moors Railway. With a planned route from
Wetherby to Pickering, an excellent trip on the “Sir Nigel Gresley” steam locomotive and a return
turn
to
page
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Whatever your pride and joy.
Rest assured. We’ll get you covered.
The enthusiasts’ favourite for over twenty years,
Footman James is one of the leading specialist
insurance brokers.
With a UK client base of 140,000 owners of classic and
vintage vehicles, Footman James consistently uses its
enormous influence to arrange the best deal for you.
So whatever your pride and joy, you can be
confident that with Footman James behind you, you’ve
adopted the best policy.
Talk to us soon.

,
We re at your service!

Policies include as standard
Discounts for Suzuki Cappuccino
Owners Club Members
Motor Legal Expenses
24 hour Breakdown Recovery
(UK and European)
Personal Accident to include
Road Rage & Carjacking
Limited Mileage and
Multi-Vehicle options.

0845 223 6151
Quote Ref: Score

www.footmanjames.co.uk
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
Telephone calls may be monitored or recorded for
your protection.

DISCOUNTED RATES for Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Club Members on Modern Car, Motorcycle, Home and Contents Insurance
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planned route back to Wetherby by a different route. Clive and Yvonne had organised a couple
more Copens to tag along so we had quite a mixed bag. The day was rounded off with most people
returning to our house for a BBQ.
We had a superb turnout for the Charity Classic Car Rally at Roberttown this year with 7 Cappos.
This was our fifth year at the event and not many people had seen the odd one or two Cappos that
turned up to take part in previous years but when seven were all parked together they created quite
a rare sight for most people. This is another well organised and pleasant day out. It costs very little,
there is a breakfast included and we do our bit for charity as well. We thought this was going to be
the last event of the year but Ian Parker eventually remembered he had suggested a “Santa Cruise”
No sooner said than………..

Both Linda and I hope that you, the reader of this magazine, had an excellent Christmas and good
wishes to you for 2007.
We have now owned our Cappo since August 2002. Straight away she was one of those cars that
we knew we would keep and cherish. Not an every day car but one to enjoy, and lovingly maintain
and polish. She was definitely a ‘she’ and needed a name: “Peggy” as in Peggy Su(zuki).
Well we haven’t lost any interest in her or SCORE. We like to meet everyone with the same interest
as us but who are so different in their own ways. When I look back at the photos I have taken over
the last four and a bit years it makes me realise just how much fun Peggy has given us and just
how many new friends we now have.
Well good news for this year. I have a lot of events organised in our region (see page 13) as well as
the turn of the SCORE Northern Region to host and organise the 11th Annual Weekend Rally in
June in the Peak District (page 14). Try and come along and we look forward to seeing you all.
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SUZUKI SCORE DEALERS
The list of Suzuki Dealers on the pages that follow this introduction are franchised Suzuki Dealers
who have formally signed an agreement to recognise SCORE and specially offer a 10% discount to
club members on servicing for their Cappuccino as well as for purchasing parts and accessories,
subject to stock availability. It is really important that you state that you are a club member and
have your membership card at hand when you book in for a service or indeed buy some parts, just
to ensure that they are clear about things. The information shown on the list was provided by the
relevant Suzuki Dealer and SCORE cannot be held liable if this information is incorrect or dated
unless we are informed of changes. We are only as good as the information provided.
If you know of a local Suzuki Dealer not shown and they show interest in becoming linked to
SCORE, please let us know - contact details on the inside back cover - and we will send them an
information pack to them. Please aim to get the name of the General Manager or Dealer Principal to
help us send the pack to the relevant person. There is no cost involved by the Suzuki Dealer who
gets free publicity in the Suzuki SCORE Dealer Listing both inside the magazine and on the SCORE
website. An asterisk (*) against a Dealer name indicates that the Dealer is a service-only facility.

ENGLAND
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Braylake Cars

32 Aylesbury Street, Bletchley, MK2 2BD
After sales contact: Richard Portway
01908 647 111

DGL Garages*

Littleworth Road, High Wycombe, HP13 5XE
After sales contact: Bob Peters
01494 478 496
ESSEX

Levoi's Limited

Berechurch Road, Colchester, CO2 7QB
After sales contact: Ian Johnson
01206 544 233/ 01206 579 579
GLOUCESTERSHIRE

John Wilkins Cars

170 - 172 Leckhampton Road, Cheltenham GL53 0AA
After sales contact: Tony Graffin
01242 224 477
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HAMPSHIRE
Mill Lane Suzuki*

Blackwater Way, Aldershot, GU12 4HD
After sales contact: Dave Richards
01252 321 122
LINCOLNSHIRE

S. Cropley & Co.
Limited

Frithbank, Boston, PE22 7BD
After sales contact: Kevin Fairweather
01205 362 230

Linpac Garages
Limited

Kingsway & South Park, Lincoln, LN5 8EL
After sales contact: Keith Walker
01522 521 345
LONDON

Chiswick Suzuki

Layton Road, Brentford, Chiswick TW8 0QJ
After sales contact: Barrie Hester
020 8560 1718
SHROPSHIRE

TJ Vickers & Sons
Limited

Knights Way, Battlefield EP, Shrewsbury, SY1 3AB
After sales contact: Nigel Llewellyn
01743 446 951
STAFFORDSHIRE

Randles (Garages)
Limited

Keele Road, Newcastle under Lyme, ST5 2HN
After sales contact: Paul Wilkinson
01782 717170
SUSSEX

CMW Automobiles
Limited

Anstye Cross, Ansty, Haywards Heath, RH17 5AG
After sales contact: Paul Simmons
01444 452 621

Crawley Down
Group Limited

Snow Hill, Copthorne, RH10 3EQ
After sales contact: Mike Cooper
01342 718 288
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Upper Brighton Road, Sompting, Worthing, BN15 0JQ
After sales contact: Adrian Darbyshire
01903 755 246
WEST MIDLANDS

Colmore 2000

1163 Chester Road, Birmingham, B24 0QY
After sales contact: Harry Jethwa
0121 377 8169
WILTSHIRE

Pebley Beach

1-3 Moormead, Swindon, SN4 9BS
After sales contact: Wendy Clark/ Steve Lawro
01793 812 235
YORKSHIRE

Autoworld

455 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield, S7 1FS
After sales contact: Rob Baines
0114 255 7071

Colin Appleyard

Halifax Road, Keighley, BD21 1AH
Lockwood Road, Huddersfield, HD1 3PA
126 Oldham Road, Ashton-under-Lyne, OL7 9AH
After sales contact: Aziz Ahmed
01535 682 401

Robert Bowett

Low Road, Hunslet, Leeds LS10 1RB
After sales contact: Mike Harker
0113 276 3799

SCOTLAND
STRATHCLYDE
Gael Suzuki

49 Main Road, Crookedholm, Kilmarnock, KA3 6JT
After sales contact: Michael Keenan
01563 537 116
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THE SCORE CHARTER
To enjoy the company and friendship of fellow Cappuccino owners
sharing the fun which naturally comes with ownership
To be a central forum for the interests of all Cappuccino owners.
To develop a common team spirit and camaraderie for fellow members.
To provide a quality communication to SCORE members,
covering all aspects of Cappuccino ownership.
To issue ad-hoc releases to the motoring press.
To offer impartial technical advice and support through its members where possible.
To organise the running of the SCORE National Rally and AGM
for the interests of all members.
To provide and coordinate regional/ local events for members
through its network of SCORE Contacts.
To reflect the needs of the membership through a team of SCORE Contacts
reporting to a Central Steering Group.
To manage and control the membership subscription fund
in an honest and responsible manner.
To capitalise on key commercial business opportunities to benefit SCORE funds.
To develop and maintain a professional image for SCORE
to in turn complement the Suzuki marque.
Back cover photograph courtesy of Robert Schoenmaker, Wijhe, near Zwolle, Holland
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Magazine Editor/ Designer/ Advertising Liaison
Alex Clouter
17 Hurston Close, Findon Valley BN14 0AX
Email your article (Word attachment) and photo (high resolution JPG or TIF)
to editor@score.org.uk or by post to the above address

Membership Database/ Magazine Despatch
Ian Linden
2 Marlborough Rise, Camberley GU15 2ED
Please let Ian know of any change to your address or other contact details:
membership@score.org.uk or 01276 503 630

Magazine Production
Printmark Limited
Unit 21C, Durkins Road, East Grinstead RH19 2ER
sales@printmark.co.uk or 01342 410 400
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The Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts
Where enthusiasts can enjoy and share Cappuccino moments
www.suzuki-cappuccino.com

